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The intent of this document is to help ensure every client has a thorough understanding of 

the critical components of the Blue Point System.   

The following items are listed somewhat as objectives.  Essentially, each item is a piece of 

the overall Blue Point system.  The items are separated consistent with the sections of the 

index in the Owner’s Manual.  Each item should be able to be answered or completed 

while utilizing the Owner’s Manual. 

 

 

Identify the location of the building specifics information in the Owner’s Manual. 

Identify the location of the alarm monitoring company information in the Owner’s Manual. 

Identify the name of the monitoring company. 

Identify the location of the licensed integrator/maintenance company in the Owner’s 

Manual. 

 

Identify the location of the pull-box device names, ID numbers, and location information in 

the Owner’s Manual. 

 

Describe what “system trouble” means with the Blue Point system. 

Describe what would typically cause “system trouble” to occur. 

Describe who is notified when “system trouble” occurs. 

Describe how people are notified when “system trouble” occurs. 

 

SECTION 1 - CONTACT AND BUILDING INFORMATION 

SECTION 2 - BLUEPOINT DEVICE LEGEND INFORMATION 

SECTION 3 - BLUEPOINT SYSTEM TROUBLE INFORMATION 
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Describe what the typical message would look like and say when there is a “system trouble”. 

Describe the meaning of the trouble code. 

Describe the difference between E and R in the alert code. 

Describe the meaning of “event type” in the trouble code. 

Describe the meaning of “point number” in the trouble code. 

Identify the “event type” in the trouble code by referencing the “trouble event types” chart. 

Identify the “point number” and correctly link it to the device number and location by 

referencing the “device legend chart”. 

Describe trouble event type descriptions and their associated code numbers. 

 

 

Describe how to identify the pull-box that has been activated based on information in the 

Blue Point keypad. 

 

Describe what critical item must take place before resetting the Blue Point system. 

Describe what must take place before resetting any of the Blue Point components. 

Describe how Blue Point pendants reset. 

Describe the procedure for resetting a Blue Point pull-box. 

Describe the visual difference between an activated pull-box and a non-activated pull-box. 

Describe what must be done prior to resetting the Blue Point keypad. 

Describe the process of resetting the keypad. 

Describe what happens when the keypad is reset. 

 

 

SECTION 4 

SECTION 5 

SECTION 6 - SYSTEM RESETTING 
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Describe the general two options or methods when testing the Blue Point system. 

Describe what will or not take place when testing with Option 1, no police participation. 

Identify who is called and what number is called when the system is placed out of service. 

Identify what two items must be provided when you call in to place the system out of 

service. 

Describe what must take place before an actual system test can take place. 

Describe how the confirmation of the test is communicated back to the owner. 

Identify what three items are triggered when a pull-box is pulled. 

 

 

 

 

SECTION 7 - TESTING THE BLUEPOINT SYSTEM 
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